
Aish Minnesota Couples trip
Monday, February 18, 2019

Arrive in Israel

Depart for Tel Aviv

Check in to Hotel

Dinner at Hotel

Graffiti Walking Tour of Tel Aviv
Explore the colourful streets of Tel Aviv's trendiest  neighbourhoods
scrawling with graffiti and receive the key to unlocking the Tel Aviv’s
fascinating urban art scene. On the tour, you’ll see firsthand the many
different forms of graffiti and street art, as well as learning how to identify
pieces of the most well-known Israeli streets artists.

Overnight: Orchid Hotel, Tel Aviv

Tuesday, February 19, 2019

Breakfast

Tour of Independence Hall
In this  house on the 14th of May 1948, David Ben Gurion, chairman of the
Zionist Movement, proclaimed the establishment of Israel, the Jewish
state. This dramatic, historic moment took place in what is now known as
Independence Hall. Today, Independence Hall is a small museum where
visitors can view exhibits, hear original recordings and watch a film, an
experience that conveys the story of Israel’s Declaration of Independence.

Electric Bike Tour of Tel Aviv or Segway Tour
Tour Tel Aviv with the newest trend -  electric bikes. See the beautiful sites
of this amazing city, riding along the different bike paths with a  guide who
will enrich your understanding of the culture, the people and the history of
this city.

Lunch on own
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Enjoy Shopping in Tel Aviv  Or Visit the Taglit Innovation Center
Israel is widely known as the “start-up nation” and is recognized as a major
player in the fields of innovation.The exciting and cutting-edge Innovation
Center allows you to learn about the new advancements Israeli Start-Ups
are making in different fields, such as science, medicine, security, space
and more.

Depart for the North

Check in to Hotel

Dinner at hotel

Get to know each other - open bar

Overnight: Bayit BaGalil Boutique Hotel
Bayit Bagalil Boutique & Spa Hotel is located in the heart of the Galilee
Biria Forest, one of the most enchanting and beautiful areas in the Galilee
region. The hotel offers luxuriously equipped suites, each with a
magnificent view of Galilee. It also features  state of the art facilities and
provides a high standard of personalized, courteous services.

Wednesday, February 20, 2019

Breakfast

Depart for the Golan

Lookout into Syria

IDF Training Program
Learn the latest Anti Terrorism tactics from an IDF Elite Reserve Unit.
Including rappelling from a building rooftop, and other IDF exercises.

Free time for Lunch

Tour of the Talmudic Village, Marriage and Intimacy in the Talmud or
Misgav Am overlook into Lebanon
This ancient preserved village allows you to navigate and imagine what it
would have been like in the Talmudic Period. It features a reconstructed
synagogue and house furnished with domestic artifacts of the period. /
Misgav Am remains the northernmost kibbutz in Israel, surrounded on
three sides by Israel’s border with Lebanon. You will delight in the
panoramic view and hear the history and challenges of the region.
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Tour and Tasting of Adir Winery / Golan Winery
Enjoy a unique tasting of quality wines and cheeses produced onsite,
arriving straight from the winery and dairy to the Adir Visitors Center. The
winery  offers a short video viewing, wine and cheese tastings, and an
intoxicating vineyard landscape. / Tour the winery that put Israel on the
gourmet wine map. After the tour you can taste some of this famous wine
and see what makes Israeli wine so delectable.

Dinner at the Adir Winery / Golan Winery

Return to Accommodations

Evening entertainment - open bar

Overnight: Bayit BaGalil Boutique Hotel

Thursday, February 21, 2019

Breakfast

Depart for Rosh Hanikra

Visit Rosh Hanikra Grottoes
At Rosh Hanikra you can witness a “love story between the sea and the
mountain.” As the waves of the Mediterannean Sea splash against the cliff
and flood the grottoes you become the observer in an everlasting battle of
nature.

Lunch

Ghetto Fighters Museum
The Ghetto Fighters' House is not only the first Holocaust museum in the
world but also the first of its kind to be founded by Holocaust survivors.
Since its establishment in 1949, the museum tells the story of the
Holocaust during World War II, emphasizing the bravery, spiritual triumph
and the incredible ability of the survivors and the fighters to rebuild their
lives in a new country about which they had dreamed – the State of Israel.

Tour of Zichron Yaakov and Winery
Zichron Yaakov is one of the earliest settlements in modern day Israel.
Located upon Mount Carmel, with magnificent views across the Coastal
Plain to the Mediterranean, the town was founded in 1882 .Today, the
town is a big tourist center, its quaint main shopping street is lined with
cafes which sit alongside historic buildings.The town is surrounded by
vineyards, making it one of the best places to enjoy the native wines.
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Dinner on Main Strip (On Own)

Depart for Jerusalem

Check in to Hotel

Overnight: Dan Panorama Hotel, Jerusalem
The Herbert Samuel is a luxurious hotel located in the center of the
Jerusalem, close to all of the city’s most sought-after destinations. Nestled
in the heart of a bustling pedestrian promenade lined with quaint sidewalk
cafes, shops, and galleries, the hotel is also within walking distance of the
Old City and is steps away from vibrant Zion Square and the world-famous
Ben Yehuda pedestrian mall.

Friday, February 22, 2019

Breakfast

Group Learning
Rabbi Gavriel Friedman

Tour the Yad Vashem Holocaust Museum/Tour of Har Herzl/Tour of
Nachlaot-In the Footsteps of Rav Aryeh Levine
As the Jewish People's living memorial to the Holocaust, Yad Vashem
safeguards the memory of the past and imparts its meaning for future
generations.

Free time in Machane Yehuda/ Shopping

Prepare for Shabbat

Kabbalat Shabbat at the Kotel
Combine the holiness of space and time for a magical Kabbalat Shabbat
at the Western Wall. Witness throngs of Jews from around the world
joining at the epicenter to welcome the Shabbat Queen in joyous song and
dance.

Private Shabbat Dinner at Hotel (with banquet menu)

Overnight: Dan Panorama Hotel, Jerusalem

Saturday, February 23, 2019

Breakfast

Shabbat morning Tefillah - Options
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Shabbat Class
Rabbi Berel Wein

Kiddush

Private Shabbat Lunch at Hotel

Relax

Cake and Coffee with Dov Ber Cohen

Musical Havdalla Concert

Overnight: Dan Panorama Hotel, Jerusalem

Sunday, February 24, 2019

Breakfast

Men and  Women Learning
Rabbi Jamie and Mrs Ilana  Cowland

Depart for Chevron

Tour of Chevron
Chevron is the home to the Ma’aras ha’Machpela – the Tomb of the
Patriarchs and Matriarchs, the second holiest site in Judaism.  Today it is
the largest city in the West Bank, with approximately 250,000 Arab
residents and less than 1,000 Jewish residents.

Meet with Sara Nachson and Beit Hamechpela

Pizza Lunch

Depart for Gush Etzion

ATV though the Judean Mountains - the path of our Patriarchs
Embark upon the experience of a lifetime. Speed across the desert of
Jerusalem through magnificent desertscapes to the Dead Sea while
viewing historic gems and natural wonders. The desert scenery is
absolutely breathtaking and surreal.

Visit the Warm Corner for IDF Soldiers
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Hear the story of Yochai Kalangal and volunteer to prepare care
packages
Hear from the family of a Fallen Officer, their story and why they created a
chesed organization in his memory. Prepare packages for under privileged
families of IDF combat soldiers.

Free evening / Optional Culinary Shuk Tour and Prepare Dinner
Prepare your dinner together with a renowned Chef.

Overnight: Dan Panorama Hotel, Jerusalem

Monday, February 25, 2019

Breakfast

Group Learning
Rabbi David  Aaron

Break and Refreshments

Spouse Learning and Meetings with Aish Rabbis

Free time for Lunch

Tour of the Churva Shul
First built by Rav Yehuda HaChasid, the Churva Shul was destroyed by
Arabs in 1721. It was rebuilt more than a century later and  was the
grandest of Shuls in Israel. In 1948 the Jordanians  blew up the Shul.
When Israel retook the Old City in 1967 the Shul was not rebuilt, only a
single arch was left as a tribute. At the turn of the 21st century the Shul
was restored to its former glory by blending the old with the new in its
fascinating style.
Options: Behind the scenes tour of the Old City/ Western Wall
Tunnels/ City of David
The City of David is revealing some of the most exciting archeological
finds in the ancient world. Walk in the footsteps of the Prophets and Kings
on  the site where much of the Bible was written.

Dinner at Sheyan

Return to accommodations

Optional Meetings with Tom Myers

Overnight: Dan Panorama Hotel, Jerusalem
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Tuesday, February 26, 2019

Breakfast

Women: Q&A
Mrs. Ilana Cowland

Men: Q&A
Rabbi Moshe Zeldman

Break and Refreshments

Group Learning
Rabbi Gavriel Friedman

Free time for last minute shopping

Final Banquet at Noya

Depart for Ben Gurion Airport

L'Hitraot!
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